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This stylish and highly entertaining account of the origins of the Franco-Dutch War of 1672 is based on massive archival researches covering twelve countries. Contrary to the accepted historical opinion that there was a meeting of minds within Louis XIV's conseil d'en haut over the desirability of the war, Professor Sonnino chronicles a story of bitter division, in the course of which the contrasting personalities of the king and of his most intimate advisors emerge in vivid detail. Racine once eulogized the war as a brilliantly
executed venture which put the insolent Dutch in their place. Saint-Simon, on the other hand, saw it as the disastrous result of endemic jealousies, in which Le Tellier and Louvois sought to displace Colbert in Louis' affections. From these early views the modern consensus, in spite of occasional dissenters, has gradually evolved. Professor Sonnino, however, breaks through the maze of interpretations with decisive new evidence, and in an unusually clear and lively evocation of the emotional element which pervaded high policy,
explains the many agonizing decisions that preceded one of the most dramatic conflicts of the seventeenth century.
This is not your ordinary how-to book! Austin TX based authors and polymer clay artists Kim Schlinke and Randee M. Ketzel artfully mix a clever mystery with 20 how-to projects that show step-by step photographs and instructions to create your own "ancient artifacts." These polymer clay masterpieces are beautiful enough to grace a museum collection-or yours! At 206 pages, this lavishly photographed book is stuffed with a multitude of projects that can be done just as presented with highly detailed step-by-step instruction, or
used as starting points to make faux gems for use in all sorts of designs. Priced retail at $30, the hefty book's how-to projects weigh in at the mere cost of $1.50 each. Animal lovers will be pleased to note that our authors also give us the secrets of making replicas of ivory and tiger claw that involve no cruelty towards elephants or wild cats whatsoever! Projects featured in this compendium include: Celtic Bronze Fibula, Navajo Silver Pendant, Art Nouveau Golden Gingko Brooch, Carnelian Choker of Ancient Rome, Amethyst
Cabochons and Nugget Beads, Amethyst Silver Art Nouveau Pendant, Black Opal Cabochons, Barbarian Bracelet, Chrysoprase Cabochons (A and B Grade), Hammered Cuff Bracelet, Ancient Limestone Fossil Pebbles, Cycladic Goddess, Leopardskin Jasper, Primitive Pebble Bracelet, Faux Twigs, Fantastical Forgeries Bracelet, Blue Lace Agate Tile Bracelet, Copper & Rhodochrosite Tiered Necklace, Snowflake Jades, Qin Dynasty Bangles, Amber Caravan Necklace, Primeval Coral Rock Hound Necklace, Ammolite
Cabochons, Gothic Revival Pendant, Victorian Mourning Brooch, Faux Tiger Claw, Victorian Raj Brooch, Faux Tiffany Glass Scarabs, Faux Ivory Cuff Bracelet Find out how it is all done-and "who done it"-along with our intrepid protagonists, Parker and Peele. "What is this stuff?" wondered Parker, and her companion pointed her umbrella to the drawings that plastered the walls. "The raw materials for the best forgeries ever seen" replied her friend. "This is where they were created." Together they examined the drawings,
exclaiming softly as they recognized several objects from the Museum. Parker picked up one of the colorful lumps and frowned. "What is this, Peele? It's soft like clay, but I've never seen these colors before." "No," said her friend, "nor have I-at least in this form. I suspect it requires a catalyst of some type to render it into the false gems-ah, here!" Peele uncovered an array of electric ovens. "Heat-how charming. This must be some type of polymer, which, when brought to the proper temperature, then hardens. I have heard
rumors. Could become just about anything, in skilled hands."
Butterfly's Tongue" tells of the friendship between a boy and an anarchist schoolmaster, born of their mutual interest in animal and insect life, and destroyed by the start of the Spanish Civil War. "A Saxophone in the Mist" and "Carmina" also tell of first experiences with the adult world.
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In this provocative book, David Calleo surveys German history - not to present new material but to look afresh at the old. He argues that recent explanations for Germany's external conflicts have focused on flaws in the country's traditional political institutions and culture. These German-centred explanations are convenient Calloe notes, for they tend to exonerate others from their responsibilities in bringing
about two world wars, namely the American and Russian hegemonies in Europe. As a result of this approach the big questions in German history are still answered with the ageing clichés of a generation ago despite the proliferation of German historical studies. Throughout Professor Calleo examines with some scepticism the concept of Germany's uniqueness and its consequences. In effect, his study stresses the
continuing relevance of traditional issues among the Western states. This book, he asserts, should be regarded as a modest dissent from the prevailing view that history either began or ended in 1945.
A course which develops all-round competence in English.
The relative status of native and non-native speaker language teachers within educational institutions has long been an issue worldwide but until recently, the voices of teachers articulating their own concerns have been rare. This innovative volume explores language-based forms of prejudice against native-speaker teachers.
Spotlight on History, 1
Tech Talk Elementary: Student's Book
Duden, Langenscheidt, Englisch
Cracking the AP Physics B Exam, 2014 Edition
Swedish Dictionary
English for the Hotel and Tourist Industry
This compact and completely up-to-date, two-way dictionary provides a comprehensive and modern vocabulary, containing 85,000 headwords and phrases. It is the ideal reference for learners of Swedish. The maximum of information is provided in the minimum space, making the dictionary an invaluable reference source. Features include: * guide to Swedish pronunciation and inflexions * important grammatical information provided: gender; plurals; past tense * meaning and usage clearly signposted * expressions and idioms of current written and
spoken language * extensive coverage of colloquial and slang registers * full coverage with exceptional simplicity and clarity * user-friendly format
Need more standards support in your lesson plans? Finish Line New York ELA is the perfect fit with step-by-step instruction to help students take on the challenging nature of New York's Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS). This next generation of Finish Line includes 300+ pages of focused practice and a new lesson format. The gradual release model is extended to four parts to promote deeper learning: Skill Introduction, Focused Instruction, Guided Practice, and Independent Practice. Guided questions model the thought process. Language
Arts/Writing is integrated into the book. A full unit of writing standards helps students practice the writing process, learn how to answer open-ended questions, and apply grammar and usage conventions. Much like New York's standards and assessments, students are required to do close reading of rigorous text. Reviews include PARCC-type items, as well as multiple-choice, open-ended, and multipart questions. Finish Line is designed to supplement core basal programs, including ReadyGEN(tm) and Common Core Code X(tm).
Bilingual Edition English-Chinese [Simplified] When the neighbor complains, Ruby teases and the kindergarten teacher keeps nagging, Joseph couldn't care less. Luckily, you have two ears: one for in and one for out. There is only one person in the world that Joseph listens to ... Reviews "Amusing"-M nstersche Zeitung "poetic and playful illustrations"-Ruhrpottkids "A little bit of text, many pictures, much sense! [...] These illustrations are fantastic!"-Amazon Customer Review "Sometimes its best to ignore and not listen to insults. [...] a very quick
read. The story was charmingly cute that showcased a really good message of the importance to being unapologetically you."-Amazon Customer Review "Hesse's characters are cartoony, but not too cool and modern, they are adorable"-Ruhr Nachrichten "great gift for stressed-out colleagues who take too much to heart. There are things that you simply have to ignore: In here, out there!"-Papillionis Blog
Insights from the Common European Framework
Ritter Winzig. Kinderbuch Deutsch-Englisch
Finish Line New York ELA
1822 to 1895
F nf Meter Zeit
Aspects of the Process of Integration in the 17th Century
Heady and rambunctious ... Wake up, this book says: in its plot lines, in its humour, in its philosophical underpinnings and political agenda. I'll pay it the highest compliment it knows ‒ this book is a wild thing. New York Times Book Review
Für Wiedereinsteiger und Fortgeschrittene, die leicht und humorvoll Englisch lernen wollen.
Simple, needs-related grammar presented on a need-to-know basis, to help learners start communicating immediately. Vocabulary relevant to practical work situations. Short, interactive speaking tasks enable learners to use new language in hands-on contexts such as explaining purpose and giving instructions. Regular reviews and updates Real help in telephoning, socializing, and reading technical information. Survival skills such as getting directions, changing money, and ordering food, plus games and other fun activities.
Mit Mehrsprachiger Audio-CD
Louis XIV and Europe
Kleiner Eisbär Lars, bring uns nach Hause
Children's Picture Book English-Croatian (Bilingual Edition)
Polymer Clay Gemstones-The Art of Deception
English/Swedish Swedish/English
The application of the Fourier transform is being seen to an increasing extent in all branches of chemistry, but it is in the area of chemical analysis that the greatest activity is taking place. Fourier transform infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry are already routine methods for obtaining high-sensitivity IR and NMR spectra. Analogous methods are now being developed for mass spectrometry (Fourier transform ion cyclo tron resonance spectrometry) and microwave spectroscopy, and Fourier transform techniques have been successfully applied in several areas of electrochemistry. In addition the
fast Fourier transform algorithm has been used for smoothing, interpolation, and more efficient storage of data, and has been studied as a potential method for more efficient identification of samples using pattern recognition techniques. Linear transforms have also been shown to be useful in analytical chemistry. Probably the most important of these is the Hadamard transform, which has been applied in alternative methods for obtaining IR and NMR data at high sensitivity. Even though measurements involving this algorithm will probably not be applied as universally as their Fourier transform ana logs, in the area
of pattern recognition application of the Hadamard trans form will in all probability prove more important than application of the Fourier transform.
Study examples of each verb as it's really used Check the meaning and the grammar of the verb Practise using each verb in the exercises Build vocabulary with related business words, synonyms, and opposites Test progress with the review pages Check the Reference Key for answers, meanings, and extra grammar tips
Live better, stay organized, and celebrate your Craft every day with Llewellyn's 2020 Witches' Datebook. This wonderful tool features beautiful illustrations from award-winning artist Jennifer Hewitson, a variety of ways to celebrate the Wheel of the Year, and powerful wisdom from practicing witches. Find fresh ways to celebrate the sacred seasons and enhance your practice with sabbat musings (Barbara Moore), tasty sabbat recipes (Anna Franklin), Witchy tips (Elizabeth Barrette), and essential oils (Tess Whitehurst). Also included are fascinating articles on guiding goddess archetypes (Danielle Blackwood), pop
culture protection magick (Emily Cardin), chakra healing (Melissa Tipton), honoring personally sacred days (Laura Tempest Zakroff), and more. This indispensable, on-the-go tool will make all your days more magical.
Intergroup Dynamics in Foreign Language Education
Transform Techniques in Chemistry
Nomenclature of Organic Chemistry
Langenscheidt Pocket Dictionary German
Louis XIV and the Origins of the Dutch War
Butterfly's Tongue

This text is clearly set out with an excellent combination of clear examples and explanations, and plenty of practice material - ideal for supporting students who are working alone. Each chapter concludes with a selection of exam-style questions, giving students lots of practice for the real thing.
THE PRINCETON REVIEW GETS RESULTS. Get all the prep you need to ace the AP Physics B Exam with 2 full-length practice tests, thorough topic reviews, and proven techniques to help you score higher. This eBook edition has been optimized for digital viewing with cross-linked questions, answers, and explanations. Inside the Book: All the Practice & Strategies You Need • 2 full-length practice tests with detailed explanations • Expert subject reviews for all test topics • Practice drills at the end of each content review chapter • Step-by-step strategies &
techniques for every section of the exam • Practical information about what to expect on the AP Physics B exam
This easy-to-read, easy-to-understand book shows readers how to build ponds and waterfalls. Jeffrey Reid proves that knowing the correct steps and using the right product for the job practically guarantees success.
Learn 100 of the most frequent and useful phrasal verbs in the world of business.
The Complete Guide
Llewellyn's 2020 Witches' Datebook
Grade 5
Introductory Readings in L3
More Instant English
A topic-based, full-colour photo dictionary.
This third edition of Basic Electrical Engineering provides a lucid exposition of the principles of electrical engineering. The book provides an exhaustive coverage of topics such as network theory and analysis, magnetic circuits and energy conversion, ac and dc machines, basic analogue instruments, and power systems. The book also gives an introduction to illumination concepts.
Louis XIV is one of history's most notorious rulers. Ruling for three quarters of a century, the King of France had the longest reign in European history, and the effects of his rule would create the conditions that would lead to the French Revolution. Written by an authority on 17th century Europe, Pierre Goubert not only outlines the life the famous "Sun King." but the millions of subjects under his rule, and the
effects his choices had on the them. Praise for Louis XIV and Twenty Million Frenchman " . . . It is safe to recommend the work as the best book available on the subject for the educated layman."--Kirkus Reviews "This masterful work . . . should serve a generation of student and general readers as the essential introduction to the France of Louis XIV."--The American Historical Review "In this field M. Goubert is a
past master, and his subtle portrayal of the great social trends of the age deserves to be widely read."--Times Literary Supplement
Europe and Scandinavia
The German Problem Reconsidered:Germany and the World Order 1870 to the Present
High Season
Introducing Pure Mathematics
In Here, Out There
Value priced, durable, and easily portable, this dictionary is ideal for students and travelers. Around 50,000 references Robust vinyl cover User-friendly layout with all main headwords in blue for quick reference Comprehensive vocabulary with many idiomatic and colloquial expressions Useful appendices with extra grammar information 48-page Activity Section
William Townsend & Sons was a prominent printing company in Sheffield, England, during the 19th century. This bound volume contains various clippings from business operations and lists "accounts, prices and information on various items the firm would have purchased from outside suppliers. ... this volume is also an estimate book. ... several pages conatin hand-written notes in columns detailing costs of materials, prices to charge and profit that will be made... " -- vendor description.
Helping learners to learn: portfolios, self-assessment, and strategy instruction - The CEF in course design and in teacher education - Finding out what learners can do - Designing syllabus and materials.
Louis XIV and Twenty Million Frenchmen
Bilderbücher in zwei Sprachen ; Deutsch-Englisch ; inklusive MP3-Hörbuch in 8 Sprachen
Really Learn 100 Phrasal Verbs for business
Egbert Turns Red/Egbert pocrveni
Little Voices Praise Him
A Teljes Napló
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